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ABSTRACT 
For a sequence of stochastic matrices we consider conditions for weak ergodicity 
of infinite products taken in an arbitrary order. The main tools of the investigations 
are ergoclicity coefficients corresponding to a norm. Comparisons between different 
ergodicity coefficients show the important role played by the Dobrushin ergodicity 
coefficient. In particular, the application of tbe Dobrushin ergo&city coefficient yields 
generalizations of Leizarowitz’s ergo&city conditions. 0 Ehvier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let <Qk>T=, be a sequence of n X n stochastic matrices Qk. For each 
permutation r of the set N = (0, 1,2, . . . } we define inductively sequences 
(HJ of products_ H, by e_ither H,+l = Hm&,+l or H,,,,, = Q,+lH, 
(m E N), H, = Q,,, where Qk = Qrckj (k E N). Such products are, e.g., the 
forward products 
pfn = &Or *** Om-lQm 
and the backward products 
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whose asymptotic behavior has been investigated in many works (see e.g. 
[l-lo, l5-l7D. For example, it is well known that weak ergodicity obtains for 
the backw ar products M, if and only if strong ergodicity obtains for M,,, d 
(see [17, p. 1541). An infinite product (H,,J is said to be weakly ergodic 
[stronglyergodiclif(H,,Jik -<H& + Oforall i,j,k = 1,2,...,n[if(HJ 
is weakly ergodic and (Z-&Jij tends to a limit as m + UJ for every i and j]. 
We say the weak [strong] ergodicity obtains for the infinite products of 
(Qk$=o if all products (Z-I,) constructed in the above-described way are 
weakly [strongly] ergodic (see [7]). 
One aim of this paper is to prove sufficient conditions for the weak 
ergodicity of the infinite products of ( Qk )F= 0 on the basis of the set W of all 
accumulation points of (Qk )F= 0, using ergodicity coefficients; a second pur- 
pose concerns relations between different ergodicity coefficients; and a third 
relates to subsets V of S, for which every finite product formed by members 
of V is ergodic. S, denotes the set of all n X n stochastic matrices. 
We call a stochastic matrix P E S, ergodic if and only if P” tends to a 
stable matrix Q as m + 00. Q is said to be stable if Q has rank one. Ergodic 
matrices are often called regular [I71 or SIA (stochastic, indecomposable, 
aperiodic); see [8]. P is ergodic if and only if P” is scrambling for some 
m E N. 
Let n >/ 2, 11. II be a norm on R”, H = {(xl, x2,. . . , x,) E 08” : Z:LIxi = 
O}, and S, be the set of all n X n stochastic matrices. Then 
T,,.,,(P) = ma{llrPII: x E H, llxll = I} (P ??S”) 
is the ergodicity coefficient corresponding to the norm II * II (see [IS]). An 
important ergodicity coefficient is the Dobrushin ergodicity coefficient 6(P); 
it corresponds to the Ii-norm llxlli = CyC=,lxil (x E R”) and is often prefer- 
able to other ergodicity coefficients because of its simple explicit form 
where p = (pij)i,j=,,, ,,,,, n* Moreover, the Dobrushin coefficient 6 is the 
only ergodicity coefficient corresponding to a norm 11. II with 
max{r,,.,,( P) : P E S,} = 1; 
in all other cases one has max{T,,.,,(P): P E S,) > 1 (see [6, 81). A stochastic 
matrix P E S, with S(P) < 1 is called scrambling. P is scrambling if and 
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only if no two rows of P are orthogonal. Probably Leizarowitz 171 was the first 
to use the set W of accumulation points of a sequence (Qk) for the 
investigation of the corresponding Markov chains; the case of singleton sets 
W was treated by Mott [9]. The basic Theorem A in [7] gives two sufficient 
conditions for the weak ergodicity of all infinite products (H,J”,=,: 
I. There exists at least one matrix Q E W which satisfies 
y,(Q) < l/C,,.,,, where C ,,.,, = max{r ,,., ( P) : P E Sn}. 
II. T ,,.,, <Q> < 1 for every Q E W. 
If a Q E W is scrambling, then I holds for the Z,-norm. Our Theorem 1 will 
show that any Q E S, fulfilling I for some norm is scrambling. Therefore 
condition I should be replaced by the condition that at least one Q E W is 
scrambling. This new form of condition I is more applicable than the original 
one, since-in contrast to an arbitrary norm-one has no problems in 
computing r ,,.,, 1 (= S> and C ,,.,,, ( = 1). Theorem 1 gives the following 
relation between an arbitrary ergodicity coefficient and Dobrushin’s coeffi- 
cient: m = M = C,,.,, are the smallest numbers m, M > 0 such that 
m-%(P) Q T,,.,,(P) Q MS(P) holds for all P E S,. Since for every ergodic 
matrix P E S, of interest there are ergodicity coefficients TV, TV such that 
TV < 1, T&P) > 1 (Corollary 31, it is useful to take another ergodicity 
coefficient that S in case no P E W is scrambling. On the other hand, our 
Theorem 3, generalizing Leizarowitz’s theorem, only needs the Dobrushin 
ergodicity coefficient 6. This emphasizes that 6 is rather prominent in the 
class of all ergodicity coefficients corresponding to a norm. 
We say V c S, has the finite product ergodicity (FPE) property if all 
finite products of members of V are ergodic matrices. It is well known that 
every inhomogeneous Markov chain whose transition matrices are chosen 
from a FPE property set is weakly ergodic (see [l]). Our results are a 
generalization of this fact. 
2. THE MAXIMUM OF ERGODICITY COEFFICIENTS AND THE 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ERGODICITY COEFFICIENTS 
LEMMA 1. Let L( H > be the set of all linear operators B : H + H. Then 
A E L(H) if and only if th ere are a stochastic matrix P E S, and k, > 0 
such that Ax = (xP)k, (x E H ). 
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Proof. For every A E L(H) there exists an n X n matrix QA = (qil) 
and a real number cA with 
Ax=xQ, (xEH), iqij=cn (i= 1,2 ,..., n). 
j=l 
QA and QA represent the same operator A if and only if QA - QA is a stable 
matrix. Therefore there exists a matrix QA representing A with qij > 0, 
cA > 0. Then P = (l/cA)QA is a stochastic matrix and k, = cA. ??
LEMMA 2. Let II*11 be nom on R”, and S(l) = {X E [w” : cy= 1~~:~ 
C;= 1 xi = f}. Then 
c,,-,, = ma+ 11.1, (PI : p E %I} 
= max(7 ,,.,, (P) : P E S,, S(P) = l}, (a) 
Proof. (a): Since r,,.,, is a convex functional on the convex subset S, of 
R”“, it assumes its maximum at an extremal point of S,. If Q. is an extremal 
point of S, with 
7 ,,.,, (Qo) = m={~,,-,,(P) : P E S,}, 
then Q. is nonscrambling, because a stochastic matrix Q is an extremal point 
of S, if and only if Q has the number 1 as an element in each of its rows. 
Therefore only S(Q,) = 1 is possible; the case S(Q,) = 0 would imply 
T,,.,,(Q,,) = 0. 
(b): Let Extr S, be the set of all extremal points of S,. We have 
c /,.,, =ma+ 11.1,w : p E sn) 
= max ( max II rPll) . XEH, Ilxll=l PCS, 
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Since the functionals f,(P) = l[xPll are convex on S, = conv(Extr S,), we 
obtain 
IlxQll). 
The stochastic matrix Q = (qi .> E S, belongs to Extr S, if and only if there 
are n sets A,, A,, . . . , A, sue 1: that the following conditions hold: 
(i) (1,2,. . . , n} = Ai u A, u --a u A,. 
(ii) AinA.=0(i#j,i,j=1,2 ,..., n). 
(iii) Foreac h j = 1,2,..., n we have qij = 1 if and only if i E Aj. 
Therefore it follows that 
and we obtain 
% = &?:I,=1 
max 
IK 
> 
(A,,A, ,...I A,kA 
where A denotes the set of all decompositions (A,, A,, . . . , A,) of {1,2, 
. . . ) n} satisfying the conditions {1,2,. . . , n) = A, U A, U --* U A,, Ai n 
A,=0fori#j,i,j=1,2 ,..., n.Wechooseanx,EHwith 
llq,ll = 1 ad llq,ll~ = x~~~lI=F1* 
Since z = xo/llx,lli E S(l), we have Cr= iz,T = Cy= iz,: = 4. It follows 
that 
C,I.,, > IlXJll * /I( = .)I/ z, i=A, 
for all decomposition (A,, A,, . . . , A,). On the other hand (see 114, 121) we 
have 
ExtrS(‘)={i(ei-ej):i#j,i,j=1,2 ,..., n}, 
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where 
the set of the extremal points of S (l). The equation Cl= 1 z,? = Q’= 1 2,: implies 
the inclusion 
it therefore follows that 
% a xcNr~,,=l”x”lxa~~s(l)“x”. 
The observation x~~~,,=ll1411 = min.l_llxll ComPletes the Proof* ??
THEOREM 1. Let II - )I be a norm on R” and 
s(l) = 
i 
x E [w” . . &:= gx;= i}. 
i=l 
Then: 
(a) One has 
= max{,,l.ll( P) : P E S,, 6(P) = 1) 
max .E~u)llxll = 
min ,&“x” * 
(b) The smallest numbers m, M > 0 fulfilling 
j+(P) d T,,.~~( P) G MS(P) (P E S”) 
are m = M = CI,.l, 
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llxll II& 
R= max - 
XEM\IO) llrh ’ 
R,= max - 
XEH\(O) IId * 
Obviously 
1 
R = x~~~,“xIl, R, = 
min .,~“Ml~ (*) 
We denote Ill * Ill 1, Ill - Ill th e o pe t ra or norms induced by the vector norms 
II * 111, II * I), respectively, that is, 
III A III 1 = max{llAxh : r E S(l)}, 
III A 111 = max( II AdI : r E H, llrll = 1) 
for all A E L(H). The vector norms II- II, II * 111 on H and the corresponding 
operator nofms Ill A Ill, Ill A Ill 1 are related like the vector norms and the 
induced matrix norms considered in Theorem 5.6.18 of [5]. Thus this theorem 
may be applied so that we obtain 
111 A 111 1 111 A 111 
mETA+ III = AEL;?A+O III A 1111 = RIR* 
Lemma 1 yields 
W) %( p) max-= max- 
PES” ‘,,.a( PI PES” 6(P) = RIR. 
Thus, we have 
< q,,(P) Q M - 6(P) (PES”) (**) 
for m = M = R,R, where R,R is the smallest number for m and M such 
that the inequality holds. 
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It remains to verify R,R = C ,,.,,. Lemma 2 and ( * > imply C ,,.,, > R, R. 
The inequality ( * *) and the property S(P) < 1 (P E S,) yield 
r,,.,,(P) < R,RS( I’) < R,R, 
and therefore C,,.,, Q R,R. ??
COROLLARY 1. For all norms I( * 11 012 R” one has: 
(1) ZfQ E S, is scrambling, then 7 ,,.,, (Q) < C ,,.,,. 
(2) A matrix Q E S, with 7 ,,.,, <Q) < l/C ,,.,, is scrambling. 
Proof. The corollary follows directly from Theorem l(b). The right 
inequality of(b) implies (1); the left inequality yields (2). ??
COROLLARY 2. Zf II * II is a norm on R”, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a> C,,.,, = 1. 
09 ~ll.ll = S. 
cc> There is a K > 0 with llxll = Kllxlll (x E If). 
Proof. The equation C,,.,, = max x E Sdxll/min. E s~~~llxll yields the 
equivalence of (a), (b), and (c). H 
REMARK 1. Let r, u bi two diferent ergodicity coeflacients correspond- 
ing to the norms II * IIT, II - )Ig, respectively. Then: 
(a> There are stochastic matrices P, Q with r(P) < u(P) and T(Q) > 
u(Q). 
(b) VC,,.,, 
(T(P) > 1. 
D > C,,.,,,, then there exists a stochastic matrix P with T(P) < 1, 
Proof. (a): See [13, Th eorem 5.21. (b): The condition C’,.,, (I > C ,,.,, J 
implies the existence of a stochastic matrix P’ with C,,.,, = a(P) > 1 and 
0 < r(e) < a(p). We put a(P) = (Y-‘. For any stable matti_Qa E S, we 
have P = (YP + (1 - a>Q,, E S, and T(P) = m-(P) < crcr(P> = c+(P) = 
1. w 
THEOREM 2. Let P E S, be nonstable and ergodic, n > 3. The following 
alternative holds: 
(A) either r(P) < 1 for all ergodicity coejkients r, or 
(B) for each real number K > 1 there exists an ergodicity coejfficient r 
with T(P) > K. 
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Each of the following properties is equivalent to ( A): 
(A,) ZP E Lin({z}) (z E H). 
(A,) There is a real number A (0 < IAl < 1) such that ZP = AZ (z E H). 
(A,) There is a real number A (0 < 1 Al < 1) such that T(P) = ) Al for all 
ergodicity coefficients r. 
(A,) There exists a A E 08 such that 
P = Q + AZ, 
where Q is a nonnegative row-constant matrix. 
The following property is equivalent to (B): 
(B,) There exists a z,, E H with z0 P +? Lin((z,}). 
Proof. Clearly either (A,) or (B,) is true. 
I. Let (B,) be true. For any K > 1 there is a norm I] - II on H fulfilling 
lIzoIl = 1, llz,,Pll = K such that 
q.,,(P) = max{]]xP]]: ]]x]] = 1, x E H} > K. 
II. Assuming (A,), we have for each z E H a real number AZ with 
zP=A,z.LetO#z,~H,andlt e z E H be linearly independent of za. 
Then zP = A,z, z,P = AzOzO, and (z + z,)P = A,+,$z + z,) yield A, = 
AzO. The ergodicity of P implies JAzO] < 1. Thus, we have (A,), (A,). 
The implication (As) + (A,) holds because otherwise (B) would be true. 
Obviously (A, ) + (A,). Let (A,) be true; then we have z(P - AZ) = 0 
(z E H), and since the vectors (Ski - 8kj)k=1,,,,,n belong to H (i #j, 
i, j = 1,2 ,***> n), the matrix P - AZ is row-constant. P - AZ is nonnegative 
because P E S,. ??
COROLLARY 3. Letn>3. ZfPES, is a nonstable ergodic matrix with 
property (B,), then there are ergodicity coeficients rl, r2 with rl(P) < 1 
and TV > 1. 
3. THE WEAK ERGODICITY OF THE INFINITE PRODUCTS 
CORRESPONDING TO (QJ+ 
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem A in [7] and needs 
only the Dobrushin ergodicity coefficient; part I is known and simple, but 
necessary to obtain a complete generalization of Theorem A. 
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THEOREM 3. 
I. Zf there exists at least one P E W with S( P> < 1, then weak ergodic- 
ity obtains for the infinite products of (Qk)yCo. 
II. Zf there are a natural number 1 > 1 and a K < 1 such that 
for all 1-tuples (P,, P,, . . . , Pl> E W’, then weak ergodicity obtains for all 
infinite products of (Qk)y=,,. 
Proof. I: Let d P) < p < 1 and P = limj ~ m Qk, for the subsequence 
(Qkj) of (Qk). Then there exists a j, with 
S(Qk,) < P for all j >j,. 
For any product sequences (Z-&J built by (Qk) there is an m0 such that the 
matrices Qk,,+,T -. - p Qk,o+r are factors of the product H,,,,. Therefore 
%H,) < P’ for-all m am,, 
which implies lim m ~ m S( H,) = 0. 
II: The functional f on SL defined by 
f( P,, Pz ,..., Pl) = 6( PIP2 *** 5) for (P,, Pz, . . . . 5) E Sf, 
is equicontinuous on the compact set Si. Let E > 0 and K + E < 1. Then 
there exists a A > 0 such that for all (PI, P,, . . . , Pl) E W’ the following 
assertion holds: For any CR,, R,, . . . , R,) E $, fulfilling 
Ri E u*(pi), i = 1,2 ,..., 1, 
where V’( Pi> = {Q E S, : d(Q, P,) < A} (d is the euclidean metric on Rn2>, 
we have 
Since W is a compact subset of S,, there exists a finite set {T,, T,, . . . , Th) G 
W with 
WC ; U,(T,). 
i=l 
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Now, let us consider the sequence (Qk)F=,,. There exists a k, with 
Q/c E ;I V,(‘i,) for k > k,, 
i=l 
because otherwise a convergent subsequence (Qk,) of (Qk 1, lim j ~ m Qk, = Q* , 
would exist such that Qk, @Z lJ ,h= ,&(I’,) for all j and therefore Q* I W. 
Finally, let (H,) be an arbitrary sequence of products constructed from 
(Qk)T=i. There exists an m0 such that the matrices Qo, Qi, . . . , Qk, are 
factors of the products H,o. Then 
Wmo+rl+s ) Q 6( Hm,) - (K + c$-’ 
forallr>2,s=0,1,2 ,..., Z-I,whichimpheslim,,,6(H,)=O. ??
REMARK 2. Part I of Leizarowitz’s Theorem A follows directly from our 
Theorem 3 (part I) and Corollary 1. Much more, there exists a norm 11. I( on 
R” with r,,.,,(Q) < l/C ,,.,, if and only if Q is scrambling. 
REMARK 3. Part II of Leizarowitz’s Theorem A follows from our Theo- 
rem 3, part II. If we have r,,.,,(P) < 1 for all P E W, then r,,.,,(P) < /3 < 1 
for all P E W with some /3. Theorem 1 yields 
for every k-tuple (Pi, I’s, . . . , Pk) E W k, and 
in the case 2 > -(log C,,.,,)/log P. 
A set V c S, is said to have the left convergence property (LCP) if all 
backward products built by members of V converge (see [2, p. 2301). We say 
that set V c S, has the finite product ergodicity (FPE) property if all finite 
products of members of V are ergodic matrices. 
Special classes of sets V c S, having the FPE property are the Sarym- 
sakow class [16] and a class described by Anthonisse and Tijms [l]. In both 
cases all products of at least n - 1 members of V are scrambling matrices. 
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REMARK 4 (Compare [2]). Zf V c S, is a finite set, then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(1) V has the FPE property. 
(2) There are a natural number 1 and a K < 1 such that 6(P, P, *** 
P[) Q K for all (P,, Pz, . . . , Pl) E V”. 
(3) The products P, Ps *** Pl of arbitra y matrices of V are scrambling for 
1 > i(3” - 2”+l - 1). 
(4) V has the LCP property, and 1 is a simple eigenvalue of each P E V. 
Proof. The equivalence of the first three assertions is well known (see 
e.g. [l]). (2) yields the weak ergodicity of all infinite products built by V, 
which implies the strong ergodicity of the backward products. We obtain 
therefore the LCP property of V and (41, because each P E V is ergodic. On 
the other hand, (4) implies that each sequence ( Pk Pk _ 1 *** PI)” tends to a 
stable matrix as m + ~4, so that (1) follows. ??
COROLLARY 4. Let the set W of all accumulation points of Qk have the 
FPE property and 
min+ (P)ij 2 h > 0 (PEW), 
i*j 
where min+ means the minimum over all positive elements. Then weak 
ergodtity obtains for all infinite products of (Qk). 
Proof. The question whether or not a P E S, is ergodic only depends of 
the distribution of the zero in P. The set of different patterns corresponding 
to ergodic matrices is therefore finite. By Remark 4 and the FPE property of 
W there exists a natural number 1 such that the products P,P, *** Pl are 
scrambling for all ( P,, P,, . . . , P$ E W’. This property, the second assump- 
tion, and the explicit form of 6(P) yield easy that 
6(P,*P,**** .P,) < 1 - Al [(P,, P,,..., PII E w’l* 
Theorem 3 implies the assertion. ??
REMARK 5. Corollary 4 is a slight generalization of the well-known 
theorem (see [17, p. 1421) which shows that the FPE property of {Qk : k = 
1,. . .I and min,:j(Qk)ij > A > 0 (k = 1,. . . ) imply the weak ergodicity of all 
infinite products of (Qk). 
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For the simple sequence (Qk) defined by 
&h-z= [ II$ i)> &h-3= j; I;;), h=%X...> 
we have 
w={(: i)$ :)) 
and min & ( Pjir = 1 > 0 (P E W), but infQk min[j(Qk)ij = 0. 
The author is grateful to the referee, whose comments led to an improve- 
ment of the first version of this paper. 
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